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PSI Genius Award 2014: A shoehorn that might save lives

At first glance, it looks exactly like a regular shoehorn – if it wasn’t for that small, potentially life-

saving piece of plastic at the upper end of the handle. Testhornet® – that’s the name of the winning

product recognised with the PSI Genius Award 2014,  a prize honouring inventors for innovative

promotional  product  inventions  at  PSI.  The  Leading  European  Trade  Fair  of  the  Promotional

Products Industry takes place at the Exhibition Centre Düsseldorf from 8 to 10 January 2014. 

The Swedish company Anders Hansson Infoprodukter Sweden AB invented the shoehorn that’s a

smoke detector testing device at the same time. The promotional product primarily targets insurance

companies, the security and fire-protection sector, fire brigades, emergency medical providers, real

estate developers and property managers. Most of the smoke detectors currently in use can be

tested for proper functioning thanks to a small push button at the upper end of the shoehorn. This

could be a life-saving feature, especially for the elderly. The shoehorn can be conveniently used

while standing normally on the floor and thus contributes to greater safety around the home. Four

colours are available for printing on the Testhornet®, which means it can be used as a customised

advertising medium. The winner of the PSI Genius Award receives an incentive of EUR 2,000. The

award was presented on the first day of the trade fair.  

About PSI

At  PSI,  the  Leading  European  Trade  Show of  the  Promotional  Products  Industry,  promotional

products professionals will be able to gain an overview of the trends and innovations of the industry.

It will also offer special exhibits and show areas where topics such as promotional labelling, printing

and finishing technologies as well as inventions and innovations will be taken up and looked at in

greater depth. At PSI 2013, 963 exhibitors presented their companies to 13,772 visitors from 75

countries. The 52nd PSI will be held in Düsseldorf from 8 to 10 January 2014.
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